Tech Basketeers Face Boston University Five In Year's Fifth Game

Last night the Tech basketball squad not a strong Boston University in the first game of 1954 at Walker Memorial. The Beavers entered the game with a one and three record, despite playing good ball in its last two games.

Tech Lands Scorer

Forward Gilbert Weichert '54 has passed the scores this year with 61 points, a 14.3 average. Carl Hess '55, a guard, has also averaged more than ten points a game. Recently elected captain, Allan Schuts '54, tallied 25 points against New Hampshire in its last game, after getting off to a slow start. Schuts may well be up among the leaders if he holds the pace. Other players have been Ken Christie '56, Jack Britt '55, and Stan Shiiensky '55.

Possibly the toughest week is one in the important rebounding department, where the Beavers have been consistently outplayed. In addition to last night's game, the team has three games during February, facing Northeastern in Boston next Wednesday night, and two with two home games, against Coast Guard and W.P.L., on the 16th and 20th, respectively.

Tech already earned two letters in varsity sports and in addition is a member of two honor societies and active in many men's affairs.

Pucksters Lose To Northeastern; Schwartz Stars

On Tuesday evening, December 15, the Beaver varsity hockey squad was edged by Northeastern University, 4-3, at Boston Garden, despite the three goals scored by left wing Gardner Schwartz '56.

Schutz maintained two terrific efforts in the last period, with Joe Bova '55 held on the score sheet.

The Techmen broke the scoring ice in the first period as Schwartz, assisted from the ice with a broken nut, put it in for 4-3. Two minutes later, Schwartz did it again with Culick '56 for a 6-4 win.

Northwest faces the Martinmen first on Tuesday evening, December 15, 1954, at 8:30 at Northeastern. To the top of the conference, the Martinmen have hit their stride. Their top game was in the first game, against the Techmen. The Martinmen have hit their stride, and the Beavers have been outscored by the Martinmen.

On Friday evening, December 18, the Martinmen will face the Martinmen at the same time. The Martinmen have hit their stride, and the Beavers have been outscored by the Martinmen.

The scoring leaders and the top two intramural teams are given below:

1. East Campus II
2. Goldin (Agenda) 4.5
3. Alpha Tau Omega
4. Grad. House A
5. Delta Kappa Epsilon
6. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
7. Lambda Chi Alpha
8. Sigma Nu
9. Phi Kappa Phi
10. Kappa Sigma

Why this real beer is a challenge to other American brews

When one beer stands out from all the others, it is a challenge that is both a challenge and a challenge. Particularly when this challenge is made by the oldest brewer of light beer in America, Schaefer. Schaefer stands out because it is real beer. Schaefer Light is dry, yet it retains the flavor and bouquet that come from the finest malts and hops. At a time when so many beers have sacrificed character in their quest to be easier to drink—"Schaefer is outstanding. Try a glass of this real beer for yourself."

The tech busher league

East Campus, Deke's ATO Win Top Intramural Cage Leagues

by Paul Jay Goldin '54

A rash of upsets and several individuals' high-scoring efforts marked the midway point of the Intramural basketball season. Not only the favorites, but the four others are facing with winning important games.

East Campus II proved its mettle by delivering a 47-35 in the fourth quarter to flip off a stubborn Beta SAF quintet, led by Dave Reed '56 and Bob Hart '56.

In the sophomore ATO league, the hot-rodding three of Beta SAF, led by Andy Ewing '57 and Andy Ewing '57, margin to five points with their second-half surge. Beta SAF's captain, Venuz and Compounce shared scoring honors but the ATO's success over SAF, suffered its first loss of the campaign.

The other finalist to be knocked out of contention was Theta Chi, and Lambda Chi Alpha rolled from a three-coach draw to the Theta Chi's 55-53. Trail by 15 points in the first half, Lambda Chi began to hit the coats considerably, and drew even at the end of the third quarter. Heartened by this rally, they added another 18 points to the deficit.

The other finalist to be knocked out of contention was Theta Chi, and Lambda Chi Alpha rolled from a three-coach draw to the Theta Chi's 55-53. Trail by 15 points in the first half, Lambda Chi began to hit the coats considerably, and drew even at the end of the third quarter. Heartened by this rally, they added another 18 points to the deficit.

Deke, ATO, Grad. House Win

In other leagues, Walker Staff, Sigma Nu, and Graduate House A will be the only undefeated team in League III. All three teams have won their opening games, but the top team is due to be broken tomorrow, when the Walker Staff faces the Sigma Nu.

The winner of this game should have a clear path at the title.

Pucksters Lose To Northeastern; Schwartz Stars

On Tuesday evening, December 15, the Beaver varsity hockey squad was edged by Northeastern University, 4-3, at Boston Garden, despite the three goals scored by left wing Gardner Schwartz '56.

Schutz maintained two terrific efforts in the last period, with Joe Bova '55 held on the score sheet.

The Techmen broke the scoring ice in the first period as Schwartz, assisted from the ice with a broken nut, put it in for 4-3. Two minutes later, Schwartz did it again with Culick '56 for a 6-4 win. The SAE quintet

Wrestling Mentor Roger Leathers Newest Addition

With the addition of the Institute coaching family is wrestling mentor Roger Leathers. Leathers is in his first year of college coaching after many years at a high school coach and a college coach. The coach is a graduate of Springfield College, where he coached, and went from there to a job as a physical education teacher at Cranston, Rhode Island College. While in college, he starred on the Cranston's wrestling team and became a national champion in the 135-pound class. In his senior year he was national runner-up in the same class in addition to capturing the national title.

Leathers is experienced in collegiate and A.A.U. champion in the 135-pound class. In his second year he was national runner-up in the same class in addition to capturing the national title.
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